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1 INTRODUCTIONS 3 RESULTSNext we explain how to extract the intensity invariance feature from this ..  local neighborhood First we extract two original descriptors as SIFT did
S ti it i h d t t ti ll d t t th bif ti f We tested the proposed method on 12 retinal image pairs and compared
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vascular network in retinal images so that the general feature based with Dual Bootstrap-ICP algorithm and the vascular networks are difficult tofigure 2 (a) (c) Finally the intensity invariance descriptor is calculated as ,
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registration methods will fail to register two images. ex rac rom some o e mages. ur me o oo a ou s o run afollows:
cases on a Pentium M 1 5GHz laptop using Matlab thus averaging about. ,
21|)()(|⎧ kBkAWe propose an novel Intensity Invariance Local Feature Descriptor for 7.5s per registration. Dual Bootstrap-ICP (download at [8]) took about 500s,,,,,1 =+⋅ ijijic
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Dual Bootstrap-ICP algorithm. Three cases are shown in figure 4.Wh A d B t i i l d i t ith i 4 4 8
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that the proposed framework far outperform the existing algorithms in
terms of runtime and accuracy.
2 METHODS. 
Our suggested algorithm comprises four distinct steps:      
1 Th H i i t d t ti i b th i. e arr s corner po n s e ec ng n o  mages.
2 Extracting the local feature around each corner point.        .
3.Bilateral matching of local features across the two images.        
4 Transformation based on the matched features.      .
2 1 The Harris corner points detecting in both images.         
The Harris detector is computationally efficient and is easy to implement,
and it is invariant to rotation so that it is applied to detect the control point
candidates in retinal images The basic idea of the Harris detector is to.
l l t th h i ll di ti h l d ith G ica cu a e e c anges n a rec ons w en convo ve w a auss an
window The bifurcations and the Harris corners are shown on figure 1 Figure 2: Intensity invariance local feature descriptor (a) the gradient magnitude and. . .
orientation at each image sample point in a region around the corner’s location. (b) all
gradient orientation are restricted from 0 to 180 degree (c) the accumulated gradient.
it d i h i t ti (d) (f) h th l t d di t it dmagn u e n eac or en a on. - s ow ano er accumu a e gra en magn u e
by rotating 180 degree of the original neighborhood around the corner point The.
symmetric descriptor is calculate from (c) and (f) by equation (*).
2 3 Bilateral matching of local features across the two images.          
W th B t Bi Fi t (BBF) l ith t t h th de use e es - n- rs a gor m o ma c e correspon ences
between two images It is an algorithm to identify the approximate closest.
neighbors of points in high dimensional spaces This is approximate in Figure 4 Comparing results between the proposed method and DB-ICP The floating.
th th t it t th l t i hb ith hi h b bilit Th
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images and reference images are shown on the first and second column respectivelye sense a re urns e c oses ne g or w g pro a y. e              . 
bilateral BBF algorithm is as simple as the unilateral one The above The results of DB-ICP are shown on the third column, and the results of the proposed.                 
method are shown on the last column
(a) (b) unilateral matches are denoted as M(I,J), and another unilateral matches
      .
                                                    
M(J I) are also applied then the same matches between these two set ofFigure 1.  (a) Bifurcations of vascular network detected by central line extraction , ,
4 CONCLUSIONSmethod (b) Corner points detected by the Harris detector matches are the bilateral matches ..        . .  
Even the bilateral BBF algorithm cannot guarantee all matches are
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works on very low quality images that the vascular network is hard even
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t l i t ’ i t ti d th t i l i f t hA main orientation which is relative to the local gradients must be con ro po n s or en a ons an e geome r ca s ze o ma c es. impossible to extract. This method can deal with large initial misalignment
registration like perspective distortion arbitrary rotation and <1 5 timesassigned to each corner point. Thus the local feature can be represented , .
relative to this orientation and therefore achieve invariance to image scaling It also can deal with registration of field images with large non-.
l irotation over app ng areas..
We introduce a continuous method averaging squared gradients to, ,
assign the orientation to each corner point. This method uses the
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